
Cost Accounting – Acct 362/562

Learning Curve
Homework Problems

Problem #56
Learning curve table at doubling points

T. P. Wright wrote (in 1936), the rate of learning (i.e., the learning effect),
for airplane manufacturing was 80% per doubling of unit output.  This
means that each time production doubles, the cumulative average time
decreases by 20%.

y = axb

Where:
y = average time per unit
a = time required for first unit
x = cumulative number of units produced
b = learning index
b = ln (% learning) ÷ ln (2)

Required: Complete the following table, assuming that the marginal cost per unit of time is $10:

unit average total marginal marginal marginal total average
number time time units time/unit cost cost cost

1 40.0 40.0 1 40 $400
2 32.0 64.0 1 24 $240
4 25.6 102.4 2
8

16
32
64

128
256
512

1,024
2,048
4,096
8,192

16,384
32,768
65,536
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Problem #57
Learning curve table

T. P. Wright wrote (in 1936) the rate of learning (i.e., the learning effect), for airplane manufacturing,
was 80% per doubling of unit output.  This means that each time production doubles, the cumulative
average time decreases by 20%.

y = axb

Where:
y = average time per unit
a = time required for first unit
x = cumulative number of units produced
b = learning index
b = ln (% learning) ÷ ln (2)

Required: Complete the following table:

unit average total marginal marginal marginal total average

number time time units time/unit cost cost cost

1 40.0 40.0 1 40 400

2 32.0 64.0 1 24 240

3 1

4 25.6 102.4 1

5 1
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Problem #58
Using learning curve equations

The Falcon Company produces widgets with a 90% learning effect, per doubling of output.  The cost for
the first unit is $650.

What is the average cost per unit after 500 units?  What is the total cost for 500 units?
What is the average cost per unit after 1,100 units?  What is the total cost for 1,100 units?
What is the average cost per unit after 1,101 units?  What is the total cost for 1,101 units?
How much cost did it take to produce just the 1,101st unit?

Problem #59
Computing cost of item after learning

The Falcon Company produces widgets comprised of the following items:
Material A: cost of $10 for first unit 95% learning effect
Material B: cost of $20 for first unit 93% learning effect
Skilled labor: cost of $15 for first unit 80% learning effect
Unskilled labor cost of $6 for first unit 90% learning effect
Var.  overhead cost of $12 for first unit 98% learning effect

What is the cost for the first unit?

What is the average cost for 500 units?

What is the cost for just the 501st unit? 

Problem #60
Using high-low to compute LC parameters

The Huelsman Company is interested in computing its learning effect on a new product.  Early
measurements reveal that a total of 715 hours were spent on making the first 100 units, and a total of
1,850 hours were spent on making the first 300 units.

Required:

1. What is Huelsman’s learning effect per doubling of production?
2. What are Huelsman’s equations for computing average time and total time per doubling of

production?
3. How much time did Huelsman spend making the 300th unit?
4. How much time did Huelsman spend making the 1,000th unit?
5. How much time did Huelsman spend making units 301-1,000?
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Problem #61
Using regression to compute LC parameters

The Marquis Company has observed that in past time periods the cost to make a certain number of units
seems to vary quite a bit.  Marquis gathered the following data.

Total Costs Units

356,581 1,057
252,659 617
520,301 1,460
116,930 252
269,413 735
204,497 504
112,834 232
442,002 1,239

77,326 102
508,776 1,484
149,365 340
397,613 1,130
155,415 381
307,382 844
187,958 455

96,935 171
512,042 1,427
469,699 1,295
481,665 1,335
505,675 1,408

Required:  Using a computer program to perform linear regression, compute the total cost
function for Marquis.  Please append the computer printout to your answer.
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 Problem #62
Using regression to compute LC parameters

Albrecht & Sons manufactures a very complex and expensive zidget.  Always interested in learning how
its costs behave, Albrecht & Sons has observed the following times spent in making zidgets (information
gathered at regular intervals):

Units Total Time

400 55,336
600 78,986
800 104,157

1,000 124,980
1,200 148,303
1,400 171,998
1,600 192,597
1,800 212,272
2,000 235,735
2,200 256,619
2,400 278,114
2,600 296,375
2,800 321,594
3,000 340,265
3,200 379,883
3,400 376,633
3,600 396,019
3,800 416,235
4,000 434,822
4,200 455,226

Required: 
1. Compute the learning effect for Albrecht & Sons per doubling of production.
2. What are the equations for computing average time and total time per doubling of

production?  Please append the computer printout to your answer.
3. At a production quantity of 4,400 units, what should be the total production time?
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Problem #63
Expected marginal costs versus actual

Complete the following table:

It takes 125,317 units of time to produce 29,650 units of product, and 161,888 units of time to produce
38,720 units of product.  Each unit of time costs $3.20.  A cost increase of 10% is expected after
150,000 units of product are produced.

a ________ Cumulative average time model Y =__________

b ________

b+1 ________ Total time model T = __________

Units 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000

Expected cumulative average time ______ ______ ______ ______

Expected total time ______ ______ ______ ______

Expected marginal time per 50,000 units ______ ______ ______ ______

Actual total time 215,018 408,390 592,310 779,363

Actual marginal time 215,018 ______ ______ ______

Budget for incremental 50,000 blocks based 
        on expected overall average time ______ ______ ______ ______

Budget for incremental 50,000 blocks based 
        on expected marginal time ______ ______ ______ ______

Standard cost for 50,000 blocks based 
        on actual marginal time ______ ______ ______ ______

Variance between budget based on 
        expected overall average time
         and standard cost ______ ______ ______ ______

Variance between budget based on 
        expected marginal time and
        standard cost ______ ______ ______ ______
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Problem #64
Long-term special orders and learning curve

Icarus Aircraft Company is preparing to bid on 16 amphibious airliners of a type that it has never made
before.  The potential buyer is West Pacific Airlines, which plans to use the airliners to service small
islands that do not have landing fields.  The managers of Icarus believe that their major competitor,
Birch Airplane Company, will bid $6 million per plane.

The managers of Icarus want to earn an average contribution margin of $800,000 on the planes.  They
have developed the following estimates:

Materials and purchased parts, per plane $2,800,000
Labor and variable overhead for first plane 3,800,000
Learning effecy on labor and variable overhead (per doubling) 85%

Required:

1. Determine whether or not Icarus can meet the $6 million bid and still earn its target
contribution margin.

2. Determine the learning curve that will make Icarus just meet the target contribution margin
at a price of $6 million per plane.
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Additional problems for practice

Problem #65
Learning curve table

The learning effect for untrained transient labor is 92% per doubling of unit output.  This means that
each time production doubles, the cumulative average time decreases by 8%.

y = axb

Where:
y = average time per unit
a = time required for first unit
x = cumulative number of units produced
b = learning index
b = ln (% learning) ÷ ln (2)

Required: Complete the following table:

unit average total marginal marginal

number time time units time/unit

1 100.0 100.0 1 100

50 1

51 1

52 1

53 1

54 1

Problem #66
Using learning curve equations

ABC Company employs labor with a learning effect of 87%.  If the time for the first unit is 120,
compute the total time and average time for these intervals:

1-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
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Problem #67
Using learning curve equations

The Falcon Company produces widgets with a 94% learning effect, per doubling of output.  The cost for
the first unit is $420.

What is the average cost per unit after 600 units?  What is the total cost for 600 units?
What is the cumulative average cost per unit after 1,200 units?  What is the total cost for 1,200

units?  What is the total cost and average cost for just units 601-1,200?
How much cost did it take to produce just the 1,101st unit?

Problem #68
Computing learning curve parameters

The Stemer Company has noticed that it took 21,000 units of time to produce the first 11,000 units, and
17,000 units of time to produce the next 11,000 units.

What is the learning effect?

Please generate a learning curve function to describe the above observations.  You may write
it either in terms of cumulative average time or total time.  Your b or b+1 values should be taken
to at least four decimal places.

y = axb    T = axb
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